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Referee Report on HRPS-D-16-00204 - the quest for a framework for sustainable and institutionalized priority setting for Health Research in a Low Resource Setting: the case of Zambia

This paper describes a participatory approach to developing a process for health research Priority Setting. It is a clear and interesting description of what sounds like a very reasonable approach, and I recommend it for publication after some additions and modifications.

The approach described here includes a literature review (page 5, line 18), and I would like the authors to include more detail about the approach they took to this systematic review. The PRISMA guidelines could help make sure this review is fully documented and reproducible.

The validation of the synthesis (page 5, line 20-27) is a unique addition beyond the systematic review, and I think it is a good idea. I would like more detail in the methods section about the number of experts recruited, the response rate of experts approached, and the process by which the experts were selected.

In the Table 1, it would be useful to me and probably make this useful to many other readers to give a more detailed description of each of the PS approaches, including the full name, brief description, and a key reference for further information. If this is too much information for a Table 1, it could be a useful web-appendix.

Minor issues:

In the description of Workshop I (page 5, line 52) the authors state that workshop participants expressed a limited understanding of HRPS. How was this assessed?

Page 6, line 19: step 4 refers to steps 2-4---should this be steps 2 and 3?

Page 6, line 31: were any participants in Workshop I also participants in Workshop II?

In the description of Workshop II (page 6, line 42) are there additional relevant details on the pre-workshop preparation that readers would find useful, such as "root binding" activities to
build consensus before the start of the workshop; or the seniority of the participants, either in budget managed, management experience, or other dimensions?

Page 9, line 7: I would like to know more about what you learned from the potential users of the approach (balanced against protecting their privacy, of course).

Table 3: it would be helpful and interesting to cross-reference these desired features against the existing methods, showing which methods achieve which feature well and not-so-well.
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